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Construction Drawings against Walls and on Floors
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Top Railing／
(Surface Material) Semihard Resin contain (Antimicrobial 
agent included) + soft resin dual layer forming
Core Material／Aluminium tube 27 x 35 x t3 mm
Bracket Cover／Chromium plating ABS plastic 

Specifications
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Top Railing／
(Surface Material) Semihard Resin contain (Antimicrobial 
agent included) + soft resin dual layer forming
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Bracket Cover／Chromium plating ABS plastic 

Specifications

(For Basins / Toilet seats) (Multi-purpose Railings)

CA-3 (For Wash Basins)

For reference only

For reference only

Mounting bolts and expansion bolts are nonstandard 
configuration, please purchase them separatelyNote:

Ceramic Tiles and floor tiles + reinforced concrete Ceramic Tiles and floor tiles + cement slab
Filled by cement mortar (separate
construction)
Ceramic Tiles and floor tiles + 
cement mortar + cement slab

Expansion screw (anchor bolt stud)

Ceramic Tiles and floor tiles + 3t 
over asbestos

Expansion screw (anchor bolt stud)

C-shape stiffeners t=2.3
Must be connected to 
the floor and ceiling
(separate construction)

Note: Do not break the waterproof layer when using expansion bolts.

Ceramic Tiles and floor tiles 
+ cement mortar + reinforced
concrete

Over 21
30
0

Fastening screw or T-shape bolt
(Nonstandard configuration)

Thick plate (square plate) or Steel 
plates with over 0.8mm thickness
(separate construction)

High density board, shaving board

Flat screws

Washer

Expansion screw (anchor bolt 
stud)

Ceramic Tiles and floor tiles + 
cement mortar + reinforced
concrete

High density board, shaving board

Ceramic Tiles and floor tiles + asbestos Ceramic Tiles and floor tiles Movable PB wall (to the extent of flexible railings)
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